A review of transit-time flow measurement for assessing graft patency.
Anastomotic quality is a critical issue in minimally invasive coronary artery bypass surgery, particularly "off-pump". It is important to detect a "poor" anastomosis during the procedure so future re-operation can be avoided. Methods such as intraoperative angiography, thermal angiography, probing of the anastomosis, and graft flow measurement have been used intraoperatively to help identify anastomotic errors. With the evolution of stabilizers, graft patency rates for off-pump cases have improved, but many believe they are still not as high as those of the conventional procedure. For off-pump surgery to be accepted and practiced universally, patency rates must be equivalent to those of "on-pump" cases. Transit-time flow measurement has become an increasingly popular non-invasive method for assessing anastomotic quality. However, it is difficult to establish whether an anastomosis is patent based on mean graft flow alone. Spectral analysis of graft flow waveforms reveal characteristic patterns that identify intermediate ranges of stenosis between fully patent and totally occluded. Together, these two components of graft flow have been used in the construction of a neural network to help identify "faulty" anastomoses. Transit-time flow measurement is a non-invasive tool that can be beneficial in identifying fully patent or nearly occluded grafts, and may also help in distinguishing intermediate stenoses.